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ABSTRACT
This two-part white paper series will help Pricing, Product, and Sales teams 
understand best practices and tactics around assessing, planning, 
implementing, and monitoring outcomes with respect to price increases across 
their B2B portfolio and customers. Part 1 will specifically address the price 
increase assessment phase with the following highlights: 

Adopt best practices and tactics for assessing price increases 
Identify other indirect price increase tactics
Highlight case studies and learnings from B2B companies that have 
implemented price increases

 

Introduction
There’s no secret that inflationary pressure over the last two years has been driving countless organizations 
to pass through higher than usual price increases to their customers. In 2021, the Raw Materials Price Index 
(RMPI) rose by about 29%, and prices for manufactured products increased by 16.1% according to the 
Industrial Product Price Index (IPPI) (Statistics Canada, 2022). Even at the onset of 2022, higher than usual 
price increases continue to roll out at record levels. Analysis by Miller Advisors Inc across 25 industrial 
vendors showed price increases within the range of 6% to 12.5%, and as high as 30% for Q1 2022. For 
software-integrated hardware vendors, these inflationary cost pressures have created some challenging 
pricing pressure conversations with customers. 
 
B2B software vendors are no exception to the increased pressures to pass on price increases with their 
customers: labor costs, labor shortages alongside high turnover, as well as pressure to continuously invest 
and innovate in a fast-paced digital era – all of these have been contributing for a need to further monetize 
their digital solutions. Wages and salaries in the U.S. private sector, for example, increased by 5.0%  (U.S. 
Department of Labor, 2022) and tech sector salaries in India have increased by as much as 8.0% in 2021 with 
expectations for another 9.9% increase in 2022 (India Times, 2021). 
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It comes as no surprise that many Executives are looking for tactical ways to increase revenue to help offset 
increasing costs and higher digital enhancement investments. Even the titan software company Microsoft 
recently announced major price increases that includes the likes of a 20% price increase towards Microsoft 365 
subscriptions for March 2022.  
 
“We need to do a price increase” is most definitely a mandate that many Product and Pricing teams are facing as 
part of their annual strategic plans. 
 

TAKE A DEEP BREATH
 

For B2B vendors, price increases can quickly create angst for those teams tasked with implementation, especially 
where there’s a heavy focus on relationship-based selling that seeks to avoid any potentially contentious 
conversation with customers. The fear is often rooted in a worst-case scenario involving mass cancelation of 
orders and subscriptions, re-opening of negotiations, downgrades, and potentially lost sales volumes. Why risk 
all one’s past year sales efforts in exchange for some incremental revenue? 
 
But the reality is that many B2B companies have significantly more pricing power than they think, and when 
applied alongside best practices and ongoing value enhancement messaging, teams can successfully implement 
price increases while still retaining loyalty and growth from their customer base.
 

TACTICS FOR B2B PRICE INCREASES
 

Price increase conversations are no easy task, especially when this involves conversations with legacy customers. 
Such increases can shift customers off their “price anchor”; meaning a historical price point they likely felt was the 
fair representation of the value they were receiving. So how can Product and Sales teams go about integrating 
tactics and best practices with respect to assessing price increases? Below are some key considerations, insights, 
and case examples that can be factored by your teams through this evaluation process: 
 

1.Where possible, make annual price increases a standard part of your business
 
“We haven’t increased our pricing in years”. This approach is more common in the world of B2B than one would 
think. In many cases, not passing through annual price increases is often due to a lack of awareness within 
Product and Sales teams around how to implement price increases, or even potentially a desire to avoid difficult 
conversations with customers. Price increases, after all, are not the warm-and-fuzzy conversation teams strive to 
have with their customers, especially during periods of uncertainty. 
 
However, disregarding price increases over countless years often leads to a build-up of a one-time major price 
correction: “We need to implement a 25% price increase this year” is a much more challenging conversation to 
have compared to adopting smaller annual price increases. 
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...not having increased pricing over 
countless years often leads to a build-up of 

a one-time major price correction



In this case, teams may want to consider standardizing annual price increases. Turn this activity into a habitual 
expectation with your customer base and ensure your team is adequately monitoring implications of price 
increases against churn, volumes, customer loyalty, and sales, in order to avoid hitting threshold price points 
that potentially become the churn tipping point for your organization. 
 

2. Become an expert in contract pricing language
 
A CEO for a large national software company indicated a desire to implement an across-the-board 8% price 
increase to all customers. The challenge, however, was that the contractual language with a majority of 
strategic accounts prevented this from happening. In fact, almost 80% of their revenue was generated from 
multi-year fixed-priced contract arrangements, leaving only 20% of smaller customers susceptible to price 
increases – the company would have had to implement a 40% price increase towards these smaller accounts 
to achieve the desired net 8% gains in overall revenues! 
 
And even in those smaller customer cases, contract language indicated a 90-day notice before price increases 
could take effect. This lengthy timeline (typical notices are more around 30 to 60 days) would delay any 
realization of price gains that were needed as part of their fiscal year. Ultimately, their hands were tied and 
new initiatives were implemented to re-work future and renewing contractual language.
 
In this case, it’s critical to understand how price increase language is framed within contracts - this provides 
future flexibility around how your company can potentially increase prices. Product and pricing teams need to 
work closely with their contracting team to ensure language does not limit this future flexibility. Leading us to 
our next contractual language tip...
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4. Consider higher price increases to some customers... and lower price increases 
to others
 

Not every customer is the same, and some may be in a more favorable position to incur larger price increases 
than others. Two key considerations for differentiated price increases at the customer-level include: 
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3. Consider imbedding auto-renewal options with price increases in your contracts 
 

“Our software renewals with strategic accounts always turns into a re-negotiation” mentioned one Sales 
Executive, “In fact, some procurement teams are even asking for price decreases!”. A best practice approach 
with respect to B2B software contracting is to consider adopting auto-renewal language that pre-determines 
price increases – and where possible, is partially linked to a cost-of-living-adjustment (COLA). COLA for many 
organizations can become a key contractual element to help offset the high risks we are seeing in today’s hyper 
inflationary periods. Tables 1 and 2 below highlight examples of renewal options alongside contractual price 
increases. 
 
Even in cases where there are multi-year fixed price commitments (Table 2 below), there are still opportunities 
to include auto-renewal price increases at the end of these terms. Any customer disputes around price changes 
can then be referred to the original contractual agreement. 
 
 
 

Table 1: Price Schedule Indicating 
Annual Increases with Renewal Options

Table 2: Price Schedule Indicating Increases with 
Each Renewal Term Option

Target "price advantaged" customers
 

B2B often involves customer-by-customer negotiations leading to a variation in customer price spreads 
relative to List Price. From a price increase perspective, this could provide a tactical opportunity to 
focus higher price increases towards those customers that are heavily discounted.
For example, in Feb 2022, the software company Atlassian (selling the well-known project 
management and collaboration Jira and Confluence) applied this tactic by increasing pricing to overly 
discounted customers within their “Advantaged Pricing Plans” (Atlassian, 2022). No increase was 
incurred towards their List Price, so those customers at List Price experienced the benefit of a price hold 
for the upcoming year. 
 

Target higher price increases to unprofitable customers. 
 

A software company that specialized in selling ERP to special education facilities observed their smallest 
revenue clients required a higher degree of technical support compared to larger accounts: “We’re overly 
hand-holding these small accounts from a support perspective, and it’s costing us significantly.” 

 



 
Activity-Based Costing exercises confirmed that the bottom 15% revenue clients were in fact unprofitable, 
and a decision was made to increase pricing well over 20% to this segment as well as adopt a minimum 
licensing threshold amount. Despite expecting some degree of churn from this segment, the outcome of the 
price increase actually resulted in no churn alongside higher revenue and improved overall profitability.

 

5. Consider higher price increases to some products/offers... and lower price 
increases to others 
 

The above quote by investment guru Warren Buffet highlights the importance of Pricing Power with respect to 
conducting price increases, and can play an important role for strategizing increases - especially with those 
companies having multiple product categories and offerings. Which product categories, for example, can 
support higher than usual price increases compared to a standard increase? Perhaps some product categories 
should incur no increase at all? (And are there some outlier product categories in "survival mode" that may 
require a price decrease?) 
 
A few key considerations when evaluating pricing at the product level:  
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If you’ve got the power to raise prices without 
losing business to a competitor, you’ve got a very 
good business.  And if you have to have a prayer 
session before raising the price by a tenth of a 

cent, then you’ve got a terrible business
-- Warren Buffet, Financial Crisis Inquiry Commission, 2010 

 Target higher increases towards higher pricing power product categories
 

A variety of factors can play into assessing price power across product categories, including: year-over-year 
sales performance, market share trends, targeted customer industry performance, degree of customer stickiness 
and cost of switching, and competitive pricing pressure (to name a few). Pricing Power can also be quantified 
(think “Pricing Power Scorecard”) across each product category and should be a standard product team exercise 
when assessing the degree of price increases across different categories.
 

Consider higher increases towards “sunset” products and annual maintenance fees 
 

In some cases, legacy customers may be insistent on remaining with aged product versions that are no longer 
available for sale to new customers. In the software world, these products are often referred to as “sunset” 
offerings. These products that can have an extremely high degree of pricing power, and in some cases can incur 
price increases in the range of 8 to 10% on an annual basis. Sunset products can be extremely costly to 
maintain, especially where legacy code is involved. In the world of software, many sunset products may also 
involve an annual maintenance fee as a remnant to a past perpetual license. Price increases on annual 
maintenance fees should most definitely receive special consideration for higher-than usual price increases. 

 



 
 

Target higher increases towards low ASP products and offers
 

For one large multi-national reseller, typical hardware and software licensing orders involve a wide 
variety of billable line items, some more costly than others. But almost all orders included a select few 
smaller priced products (such as cables) that were often an after-thought within the larger overall sales 
quote. “These items may appear insignificant, but they added up significantly as revenue for the company 
as a whole." The company increased pricing on these smaller invoice items from around $0.40 - $0.90 by 
rounding these up to $1.99 to as high as $4.99”. The impact? The company delivered over $1.5M in 
incremental revenue within the first quarter of implementation with minimal impact to volumes. 
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6. Adopt other tactics to indirectly accomplish the effect of a price increase
Price increases can also be indirectly achieved beyond specific increases across products. These indirect 
approaches act as a "no stone unturned" approach that Pricing and Product teams can apply to assess all 
avenues that help drive to an overall price increase objective. Typical indirect tactics can include: 
 
 

Table 3: Example Assignment of Different Price Increases Across 
Different Customer Groups & Product Categories (Tactic#4 & 5)

Consider lowering, or discontinuing, multi-year commitment discounts 
 

“We provide a standard 15% off for a 2-year commitment” is a common approach taken by many B2B 
software companies. But in many cases, especially where there is minimal churn (ie., “once they sign-up, they 
rarely cancel”), these discounts may actually be more of a give-away price concession than an incentive. For 
Pricing & Product teams, it will be important to evaluate whether a multi-year discount is truly accomplishing 
the desired objective, and should consider decreasing multi-year discounts, or even discontinuing such 
offers, as an indirect means to achieve a price increase.
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Re-evaluate pricing for ancillary fees and minimum order thresholds 
 

Ancillary fees often include the likes of shipping, handling, administrative fees, as well a set-up fees. These 
ancillary fees add-up, and can often account for around 1 to 5% of a company’s total revenue. Though 
seemingly insignificant at an order amount perspective, changes to ancillary fee rates can help drive 
material bottom-line improvements to the company as a whole. As well, implementing minimum order 
amounts can also be used as incentives to improve order processing costs and indirectly drive higher 
average order size. 
 

Seek to improve product mix (upsell & upgrades) 
 

A good-better-best (termed "G-B-B") portfolio type of offerings can be structured from a pricing psychology 
and promotions perspective to drive an improvement in product mix. For example, a "low-hanging" fruit 
pricing approach for higher tier offers may provide enough incentive for a cohort of customers to upgrade to 
the next packaging tier resulting in an indirect increase in pricing and average selling price (ASP) due to a 
shift in product mix. Even further price increases can indirectly be achieved once promotional pricing 
expires.
 

Manage the Net Pocket Price
 

A net pocket price is a concept that seeks to understand "the real price you charge customers after 
accounting for a host of discounts, allowances, rebates, and other deductions" (Marn, Roegner, & Zawada, 
2003). Does your company provide 60 day terms instead of 30? Are some customer issued year-end 
performance rebates? Do some of your customers receive special return allowance privileges? These levers 
can all contribute to impacting a customer's net pocket price. Product and Sales teams should evaluate 
which levers are truly required as a cost of doing business... and which levers can be better managed to 
indirectly drive improvements to net pocket pricing.
 
 
 

Price increases serve an important purpose in the world of B2B. They help companies offset rising costs while 
also setting the stage for improved financial outcomes – outcomes that help drive continued investment 
dollars towards ongoing value enhancements to their services and offerings. In some cases, it also provides 
opportunities to “price correct” product and services that may already be underpriced within the marketplace. 
 
Ultimately, B2B companies often have more pricing power than they realize. But in order to succeed with 
implementing price increases, it is critical to (a) continue messaging and delivering “value” to their customers, 
(b) adopt various price increase best practices and tactics as outlined in this white paper, and (c) develop a 
sound implementation, communication, and results monitoring plan that sets the stage for success across the 
organization.
 
In Part 2 of our series, we'll explore in more detail the importance of this value messaging as well as other key 
considerations that should be factored by teams around planning and rollout for B2B price increases. 

Conclusion

Up Next: 
Part 2: Planning and Rollout Considerations for B2B Price Increases



 
 

CASE EXAMPLE: Software Company XYZ Implements a Major 40-80% Price Increase
 
Background: Company XYZ, a $15M/year software firm, was a market leader with a niche ERP software 
offering within the early childhood education sector. Their software, used by over 1600 facilities, was a must-
have for reporting and certification obligations to qualify for a specialized early education government 
program funding.
 
The Challenge: XYZ had not done a price increase for well over 8-years despite making on-going feature 
enhancements that were upgradable for free with their legacy subscribers. They were also planning a costly 
major module enhancement, and were debating how to go about monetizing this investment. “None of our 
customers have ever complained about our pricing. That’s usually a red flag your pricing is perhaps a little too 
good in the marketplace”, mentioned the CEO. “In fact, our software accounts for less than 0.25% of their 
government program budget despite streamlining all of their operations and reporting obligations”.
 
The Solution:  The CEO’s hunch was correct. Competitive price-value analysis highlighted a value advantaged 
positioning that enabled a premium market pricing strategy. Ultimately, the pricing power for their solution 
was extremely high and they were significantly underpriced in the marketplace. 
 
The decision was to increase net pricing by approximately 40 - 80% spread over a 2-year period (which was 
communicated to customers), integrate new module functionality as part of their on-going value enhancement 
story, and implement a minimum price threshold to their smallest clients that were shown to be unprofitable 
using Activity-Based Costing (ABC) analysis. A well-crafted price increase letter alongside “white glove” 
treatment to their strategic clients became part of their communication and implementation plan. As well, XYZ 
chose to price test the increase with the initial cohort of upcoming renewing accounts in the initial months.  
 
The Outcome: Only 2 clients churned out of 180 in the first renewing cohort group (“who we expected to churn 
at some point regardless”), though they indicated the volume of pushback was significantly higher than 
expected. "Many of our customers understood the price increase, and were expecting it, but were struggling to 
manage this degree of an increase within their budgets". Based on their trial price increase run, they decided to 
spread the price increase impact over a 3-year period instead of 2-years for the remaining upcoming monthly 
renewing cohorts. “That did the trick”, mentioned the CEO, “we hit our stride from there”. XYZ has already 
realized gains into the millions of dollars with negligible churn, and expects more than $10M gains per year 
once fully implemented. 
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